Norfolk County Strategy 2019-2022

Executive Summary
• Over the next five years we want to win half the seats in Norfolk, half the councils,
and enough county councillors to form a governing coalition in County Hall
• Whilst the last three years of politics have surprised many, the context is entirely
supportive of this possibility
• This presentation covers how Norfolk should set itself up to manage through the next
period of unpredictable transition
• To achieve this, a tighter management structure is required that is economic, practical
and effective far beyond what it has been in the past
• This should be undertaken in a fully liberal, democratic way, monitored and reviewed
regularly
• The rest of this short presentation outlines how this might operate.

Context
“We exist to change politics so it is free, fair and open. We believe everyone deserves a
good quality of life, and that public services should help to achieve this.
“We believe politics should work with and not just for communities, through engagement
and discussion.
”We want communities to be empowered to take positive action so that where they live
can develop for the better.”
Extract from one of Norfolk’s Local Parties’ Vision Statement

Success in North Norfolk was not by accident
North Norfolk doubtless benefits from being a held parliamentary seat with
a highly regarded local MP. However this opportunity has not always been
exploited – the Liberal Democrats having only been in control once before
since the council’s creation in 1973.
The extent of the success in May 2019’s elections can also be attributed to
the clear, unambiguous ambition the team set. It was a campaign that
was designed to win, and it represented a significant professionalisation of
approach, working closely with regional Head Office staff.
In June’s Local Campaigner magazine, ALDC published a list of the top 20
councils with the highest change in vote share between 2015 and 2019.
North Norfolk was seventh in the country with a 20.88% change in vote
share in that time. Councils we knew were organised ranked similarly or
higher. Councils where one would expect to see strong performance, but
we know weren’t organised, ranked lower.

North Norfolk District Council election results by ward, 2019

The picture is varied across Norfolk
In Norwich, one seat was targeted in addition to held seats in Eaton. In
Breckland only one candidate was fielded, and in Great Yarmouth no
candidates were fielded.
Broadland doubled its number of councillors to twelve but this was
insufficient to gain control. Targeted gains were made in South Norfolk
and West Norfolk where a breakthrough first seat was won.
This broadly reflects the outcome of Norfolk County Council elections in
2017, where the only gains were in North Norfolk.
Now that between us we have a campaign model that delivers large
numbers of seats it is time to build on that success and replicate that
model across Norfolk.

Norfolk County Council elections 2017

Seizing the opportunity
At a time where the Liberal Democrats are seeing a surge in the national polls, support is moving away from the
main parties. Across Norfolk the party came second in the European elections, and the prospects look
promising. But this will all depend on the ability of the county to come together, share best practice, recruit
heavily, in particular from new members, and fund and deliver a well-directed strategy to maximise power in
2020 and 2021. In particular, the party needs to recognise the link between the values it presents across the
board (regardless of electoral success), and its ability to attract top-tier candidates.
The party should set its sights on winning control of more authorities including Norfolk County Council (albeit
more likely through coalition with Labour). However the way the current local parties are comprised, resourced
and coordinated means there is little potential for this.
The party's national approach offers no more viable a plan. The long-standing strategy of fighting to gain one,
then three, then six etc. seats means control is a generation away in many places. Likewise the Parliamentary
strategy is still driven by a by-election mentality: the seats where the real strategic resource is put in are all ones
that it's believed could be won at the next election with their current setup and vote share.

Furthermore
Whilst the received wisdom is that winning control of councils is a building block for winning a parliamentary
seat, the approach proposed in this document could deliver parliamentary seats before it returns local council
control.
Prospects at all levels of the party are measured in terms of campaign activity (i.e. leaflets delivered, doors
knocked, emails sent etc.), rather than also looking at the potential to win over swathes of voters through selling
our values, bringing people into our movement, and showing what liberal democrat policies in action look like.
These things, done properly and for the right reason have the potential to win over support through momentum
building. But this requires a widening of focus, not just on getting individuals elected, but on ensuring the vision
and values we present match up with what people want. When election time comes, big swings occur when
people can see a clear way that their lives will be improved by voting for our party, not just our individual
candidates.
In essence, we should focus on growing our baseline vote across the county, throughout year.
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Given all this, the party in Norfolk should:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Develop a joint, overarching strategy for success
Work with other progressive parties on target coordination where the common opponent is Conservative
Recruit the best candidates
Raise more money than anyone else
Employ the best people, and operate them through a professional organisation
Mobilise members and volunteers on a grand but sustainable scale
Involve members in the policy process, in particular to retain EU supporters and encourage young people
Live out its vision and values, and the point to the benefits, rather than focusing on promises

What success could look like
•
•
•

22 county councillors (on new boundaries), meaning a viable prospect of being the largest power-sharing
partner on NCC by 2021
Control of two councils by 2022
Three parliamentary seats by the second General Election from now

What steps does NC3 need to take next
Develop a joint, overarching strategy for success – Summer 2019
• Consult with local parties and council groups– underway - written to chairs and visiting exec meetings with
‘presentation tour’
• Consult with members – underway – as NC3 chair, surveying all members
• Develop detailed plan for implementation with key stakeholders
Raise more money than anyone else – Summer 2019
• Fundraising event – underway - booked in North Norfolk, August 23rd
• Write appeal letter to all members
• Hold event for members and supporters
Employ the best people, and operate them through a professional organisation – Autumn 2019
• Negotiate job description and package
Work with other progressive parties on target coordination where the common opponent is Conservative – Winter 2019
• Identify and approach likeminded opposite numbers and have informal dialogue
• Meet local associations / organising committees and present targeting strategy for adoption
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This model would be subject to a twice
yearly consultative ‘slice group’ review
as well as accountability an an annual
conference.

Job description – draft high level
Job specification
Job Title: Campaign Strategy Director, Norfolk
Responsible to: NC3 chair
Salary: £30,000-32,500 per annum + pension and car allowance
Tenure: Full time
Hours: 40 hours per week
Location: Peripatetic
Job purpose
Building on the success of elections in 2019, lead and coordinate a county-wide strategy to achieve or exceed
a target of holding all seats up for election in 2020, securing 20 county councillors by 2021, two councils by
2022 and three parliamentary seats by the second General Election from now.
Achieve this by mobilising councillors, candidates and campaigners to fight for justice and fairness,
demonstrating that communities have the power to shape their futures, and giving our new and growing
membership something purposeful to do as we build our movement.

Job description – draft high level
Key responsibilities
Deliver the Norfolk strategy for 2019-22, with the following priorities:
• Developing a strong, professional county-wide organisation
• Designing a bold, ambitious communications plan including digital and traditional media
• Directing a well-planned, long-distance campaign effort in all relevant elections
•
•
•

Grow our baseline vote through reputation building, county-wide campaigning and values-based communication
Carrying out the role in a spirit that is true to our values as a party
Supporting the local parties in developing and mobilising members, volunteers and supporters

•

Adopting best practice where relevant, but testing assumptions and developing and validating new heuristics throughout
with a view to their national implication
Liaising and leading between all parties in the org structure and keeping them onboard with the strategy

•

Appendix A – EU Elections 2019
EU ELECTIONS 23/05/19
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Appendix B – ALDC tables

